
0F30C320D070000 - FKT-M010
SLIPPER CLUTCH FOR 

KTM SX-F 250 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

- Pre-assemble the hub pack: place at the bottom of the 
grooves the 6 steel balls (001MG025) onto the hub 
(0F30C320D07001C) using a small amount of grease. With 
an M6 screw fix the clutch drum (0F30C320D07002C) onto 
the clutch hub (0F30C320D07001C) in an at-rest position.

- Insert the hub pack onto the main shaft.
- Remove the screw used to hold hub (0F30C320D07001C) 

and drum (0F30C320D07002C) together.
- Insert the drum stopper hub (0F3CR230D070009) into the 

hub  housing (0F30C320D07001C) taking care that the 
three pins (0F3CR620E070038) inside the hub 
(0F30C320D07001C) place themselves in the three holes
present on the drum stopper hub (0F3CR230D070009).

- Verify that the secondary spring support
(0F3SR540B140016) is well inserted into its own housing
inside the drum (0F30C320D07002C).

- Insert the secondary spring (0S2085) in its seat into the 
drum (0F30C320D07002C) with some grease.

- Reinstall the clutch plates remembering to respect the 
position as in the original clutch. The total thickness of 
the disc pack should be 33,8 mm.

- Verify that the primary spring support (0F3SR540B140015) 
is  well inserted in its own housing inside the pressure 
plate (0F3CR320D070003) 

- Insert the Evoluzione Racing spring (0S1121) into the 
pressure plate (0F3CR320D070003).

- In order to assemble the complete spring stopper kit start
from the spring stopper washer (0F3CR620E07A008) with
the shaped part facing up as shown in the picture. Insert
the load bearing (003MG007) and the spring stopper hub 
(0F30C320D070007).

- Finally, place the complete spring stopper pack inside the
Evoluzione racing spring (0S1121) beforehand mounted 
onto the pressure plate (0F3CR320D070003). At this point
insert the pressure plate (0F3CR320D070003) on the drum
(0F30C320D07002C).

- Insert the notched washer (901RD006) in the relevant
opening placed on the upper part of the spring stopper hub 
(0F30C320D070007), with the convex part facing up, then 
insert and screw the nut (0F3CR320D070013). Lock with
the dynamometric key to the torque suggested by the 
manufacturer.

- Assemble the complete bearing rest: mount the clutch push 
piece, bearing and thrust washer of the original clutch into 
the bearing rest housing (0F3CR320D07R004). Note that
the clutch push rod may need adjusting on the other side of
the engine, on the final drive sprocket cover, under the 
rubber grommet.

- Position the bearing rest (0F3CR320D07R004) into the 
relevant opening of the pressure plate 
(0F3CR320D070003) taking care to correctly align the 
openings and fix it with the six screws (901VT018) and with
the previously dismounted self locking washers
(901RD007).

NB: once the assembly is completed, repeatedly operate the 

clutch lever to check that pressure plate correctly performs the 

opening and closing movements. 
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